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3 
Forecast update: Goldilocks lives on 

– Steady global growth and low inflation means we remain in a goldilocks 
environment where activity is neither too hot nor too cold. However, beneath 
the headline growth figure, the Eurozone and to some extent the emerging 
markets are picking up the baton from a cooling US.  

– There are signs that the US consumer is running out of steam for lack of real 
wage growth, although stronger capex should offset this over the remainder of 
2017. Inflation continues to surprise on the downside and although we look for 
a return to target, this is unlikely to occur until later in 2018, indicating an 
extended period on hold for the federal funds rate. 

8 
European forecast update: risks become more balanced  

– Another strong quarter for eurozone growth; however, as business surveys 
moderate, so have the risks to our forecast. We have upgraded the growth 
forecast for 2017 and 2018, and slightly downgraded inflation.  

– Meanwhile, the UK forecast is on track. No change to the growth forecast but 
inflation has been re-profiled slightly. As the impact from the sterling depreciation 
starts to fade, households are more likely to replenish savings before returning to 
previous spending habits. 

14 
EM forecast update: disinflation abounds 

– We mostly revise the BRIC economies higher as data surprises and 
idiosyncratic risks fade. India is an exception thanks to self inflicted wounds. 
Meanwhile, the disinflationary trend continues, with inflation projections 
revised lower across the board. 

21 
Views at a glance 

– A short summary of our main macro views and where we see the risks to the 
world economy. 

Chart: Global recovery continues – Europe picks up baton as US cools 

 
 Source: Schroders Economics Group, August 10, 2017. 
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Forecast update: goldilocks lives on 
 

The recovery in global activity remains intact while inflation appears to have peaked 
following the stabilisation in energy costs. We continue to forecast global growth at 
3.0% this year after 2.6% in 2016, but have trimmed our inflation forecast to 2.3% 
from 2.4%. The combination of steady growth and low inflation means we remain in 
a goldilocks environment where activity is neither too hot nor too cold to cause a 
significant acceleration in inflation.  

On the growth side, the US forecast is unchanged for 2017 while an upgrade to the 
eurozone is accompanied by a stronger forecast for China and the wider emerging 
markets. In this respect, Europe is picking up the baton from a cooling US. On 
inflation we have reduced our forecasts across the board to reflect a lower oil price 
profile and subdued core readings. Looking into 2018, global growth is expected to 
remain stable at 3% with modest downgrades to the US, offset by upgrades to the 
eurozone and emerging markets.  

Global growth continues, but the acceleration in activity which began in mid-2016 is 
over. Near-term indicators support this with the purchasing managers indices 
(PMI's) for both developed and emerging markets peaking at a high level. Our G7 
activity indicator (based on surveys from the US, Europe and Japan) has levelled out 
(chart 1). 

Chart 1: Upswing in G7 activity is peaking 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, August 14, 2017. 

On the policy front, we now expect the US Federal Reserve (Fed) to keep rates on 
hold until the middle of 2018, when it then raises the Fed funds rate to 2% by the 
end of the year. The Fed's pause allows it to begin balance sheet reduction in 
September 2017, which is stepped up as it progresses. We expect the Fed will take a 
cautious approach to trimming its balance sheet for fear of inadvertently tightening 
financial conditions1. When combined with a continuation of low inflation prints this 
leads to a lower profile for the Fed funds rate than previously expected over the 
next 12 months, before tightening resumes.  

Elsewhere, interest rates should remain on hold reflecting the earlier stage of the 
cycle in Europe and Asia. We expect the European Central Bank (ECB) will continue 
QE over the forecast period, but will begin to taper in 2018. The Bank of Japan is 
expected to keep rates on hold, but maintain Qualitative and Quantitative Easing 

                                                                  
1 For more on balance sheet reduction see Economic & Strategy Viewpoint, August 2017 here 
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(QQE) as it struggles to reach its target of above 2% inflation. Having moved 
significantly, the US dollar is expected to only depreciate slightly further in 2017, but 
is assumed to stabilise and appreciate again in 2018 as the US resumes its rate 
hiking cycle. 

Is the US consumer running out of steam?  

On the US economy we look for continued recovery although expect the balance of 
growth will alter in coming months. Consumer spending has lost momentum: after 
a strong gain in March, spending appeared to fizzle out as we progressed through 
the last quarter such that it was flat in June. Auto sales have also disappointed 
although retail sales showed signs of life in July. 

Recent revisions to data show that consumer income was weaker than previously 
thought and consequently the growth in consumer spending has been increasingly 
supported by a fall in the savings ratio (see charts 2a and b).  

Charts 2a and b: Consumer spending drivers 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, August 15, 2017. 

This does not necessarily mean that we will see a sharp fall in consumption, rather 
that US households have used their savings or taken out credit to maintain 
spending. Such a move has been supported by the rise in employment and increase 
in wealth, factors which tend to make households more confident and willing to 
increase consumption. However, there are signs that the savings rate is stabilising 
which if sustained would mean that consumption will move more in line with real 
income growth.  

In our forecast, real incomes get a boost from lower inflation (CPI expected to dip to 
1.5% in coming months), and from slightly stronger wage growth. However, with 
the large falls in savings behind us, consumer spending is likely to moderate. The 
slowdown is likely to intensify as inflation picks up in 2018, squeezing real incomes.  

We forecast consumer spending at 2.5% this year and 1.7% next with a small dip in 
savings, stronger wage growth and some tax cuts in 2018. The savings rate could 
fall more quickly and support stronger expenditure, but would have to drop to 
levels last seen in the run up to the financial crisis when borrowing was much 
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to rise further. Although starts have been weak lately, the ongoing buoyancy of 
house prices and recent pick-up in mortgage applications suggest we will see a 
revival (chart 3b). The level of residential investment is still low as a share of GDP 
compared to previous cycles and, whilst it will not return to pre-crisis levels, there is 
scope for growth. 

Charts 3a and b.  US capex indicators are positive 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, August 15, 2017. 

Turning to inflation, the latest CPI figures continue to surprise to the downside 
raising questions about the strength of activity and whether the US is really nearing 
the end of its cycle. The unemployment rate has already gone through most 
estimates of the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU) without 
any significant acceleration in wages, putting the focus onto structural changes in 
the economy. Increased globalisation, the decline in trade unionism and the march 
of technology are all factors which have tilted the balance of supply and demand 
against labor.  

We would also draw attention to the decline in workforce participation which means 
that the conventional unemployment rate may understate slack in the labor market. 
Certainly the broad employment-to-working age population ratio has done a better 
job of explaining wage growth since the financial crisis (see charts 4 a & b).  

Charts 4a and b. Wages and the labor market – still some slack? 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, August 15, 2017. 
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effect" on retailers and noted that the sector seems poised for a price war in the 
autumn judging from company comments during the recent earnings season. 
Nonetheless, there is a cyclical element (albeit with long lags) which would attribute 
the decline in inflation to weaker GDP growth in the past. This simple relationship is 
remarkably good at explaining swings in core inflation (chart 5).  

Importantly, it suggests that going forward, core inflation will rise once again to 
reflect the recovery in activity over the past year. We would certainly hope so as a 
similar path, helped by dollar weakness and firmer commodities, is built into our 
forecast. If we are wrong and inflation continues to ebb and surprise on the 
downside we will be dusting down theories of secular stagnation.  

Chart 5: Fall in inflation tracks past growth, should now stabilise 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, August 15, 2017. 
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China and the US on this issue spill over into a full trade war. Clearly China does not 
wish to see US troops on its border even if it means propping up a rogue state.  
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of action by China to rein in its neighbour such that President Trump puts a 40% 
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This unwinds later in the scenario as global growth weakens.  

On the currency front, safe haven demand is expected to lead to an appreciation in 
the US dollar against all but the Japanese Yen (JPY). Policy wise the picture is more 
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ECB and Bank of England have slightly higher rate profiles as they focus on inflation 
and the depreciation of their currencies.  

The North Korea scenario joins "inflation accelerates" in the stagflationary quadrant 
of our grid (chart 6). The latter captures an environment where the Phillips curve 
proves to be steeper than we have assumed in the baseline, resulting in higher 
wages and inflation.  

Our other scenarios are unchanged. President Trump's "phenomenal" tax plans are 
captured by "US fiscal reflation", where a massive stimulus package worth 3% of 
GDP is passed by Congress. The probability on this outcome has clearly declined as 
the president struggles to persuade Congress (or even his own party) of the merits 
of a massive cut in taxes and increase in public expenditure. Along with others we 
have been scaling back our expectations in this area, but with the market seemingly 
pricing little in for a tax package the scope for surprise on the fiscal side has 
increased. 

On the deflationary side we still have "Secular stagnation", "China credit crisis" and 
"Bond yields surge" which all result in weaker growth and inflation than in the 
baseline. The probability on the latter has increased since our last update in May as 
the balance sheet reduction process has been brought forward.  

Chart 6. Scenario grid (deviations from base) 

 
Schroders Economics Group, August 15, 2017. Please note the forecast warning at the back of the 
document. 

The introduction of the trade war scenario (which replaces "Old normal" where we 
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Stagflationary 9 5 +4 
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Baseline 62 63 -1 

Source: Schroder Economics group, August 15, 2017.  
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European forecast update: risks become 
more balanced 
“The re-pricing of the exchange rate has received some attention during the 
various exchanges of views, and in various ways.”  

Mario Draghi, European Central Bank President, Frankfurt, July 20, 2017 

 

Europe continues to enjoy a period of strong economic activity. Eurozone GDP 
growth accelerated in the second quarter, with a number of member states beating 
consensus expectations. However, headwinds are starting to gather. Business 
surveys have been moderating, as financial conditions have tightened. The recent 
appreciation in the euro could also pose a problem for exporters and for the 
inflation outlook.  

Meanwhile, the UK continues to struggle with its recent run of stagflationary data. 
So much so that the Bank of England backtracked on threats to hike interest rates 
over the summer. 

Eurozone growth remains strong 

According to the "flash estimate" report, eurozone real GDP growth accelerated in 
the second quarter, rising from 0.5% to 0.6%. A detailed breakdown of the 
expenditure components is not yet available, but the current growth rate of 2.2% 
year-on-year (y/y) is not only considered to be above trend, but is the fastest rate of 
growth since the first quarter of 2011.  

It seems that the eurozone is finally getting over the sovereign debt crisis as growth 
has broadened among member states. Helped by ultra-loose monetary policy and 
the resurgence in world trade, the eurozone looks set to beat most forecasters’ 
expectations for the year. 

As the timing of this month's publication is a little earlier than usual, some member 
states have not yet published their GDP figures for the second quarter. Among 
those that have, the Netherlands led the pack with an astonishing 1.5% quarterly 
growth rate (3.3% year-on-year). This is the Netherlands' fastest growth rate since 
joining the monetary union. Spain follows, recording 0.9% growth compared to 
0.8% in the first quarter. Germany disappointed slightly with 0.6% growth compared 
to consensus expectations of 0.7%. However, historic revisions mean that the year-
on-year growth rate was 2.1% - ahead of consensus estimates of 1.9%. France 
matched expectations of 0.5% growth, which is unchanged from the first quarter. 
Meanwhile, Italy's growth was unchanged at a solid 0.4%.  

Looking ahead, the outlook for the eurozone remains reasonably bright, but it has 
been dimmed a little by a loss in momentum in private business surveys. As regular 
readers will know, these surveys have been reporting much stronger growth that 
being recorded by official statistics, signalling upside risks to our forecast. And while 
we have indeed been surprised to the upside, the official data was never close to 
the highs suggested by the private business surveys. However, these surveys have 
now moderated significantly. For example, the eurozone composite purchasing 
managers index (PMI) is at a six-month low. The good news is that its current level is 
still well above its long-term average, and is consistent with a further acceleration in 
GDP growth (chart 7). Meanwhile, our other favourite survey conducted by the 
Belgian National Bank (BNB), has held up well, and continues to suggest growth of 
around 2% year-on-year.  

Eurozone growth 
continues to beat 
expectations with 
another strong 
quarter 
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Chart 7: Reduced upside, but still strong signals for growth 

 
Source: Eurostat, ONS, Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. 

With both the PMI and BNB surveys now close to current GDP growth rates, we 
believe the risks to growth going forward are now more balanced, especially when 
considering the scenario analysis presented in earlier.  

Slack remains 

As the eurozone has performed strongly in recent quarters and surprised to the 
upside, some are beginning to question whether it may soon be time for the 
European Central Bank (ECB) to begin to tighten monetary policy, especially as 
several central banks have recently begun to either raise interest rates or make 
more hawkish overtures.  

Stepping back and assessing where the eurozone is in its recovery, we find that 
there is still enough spare capacity in the economy for the ECB to take its time. The 
labor market has certainly improved since not only the dark days of the global 
financial crisis, but also the sovereign debt crisis which followed. Unemployment 
across the eurozone fell to 9.1% in June, compared to a peak of 12.1% in the 
summer of 2013. However, compared to its pre-crises average (2000-2007) of 8.7%, 
it looks like there is still room for further falls before the ECB will need to worry 
about wage inflation (chart 8).  
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Chart 8: Slack in labor markets Chart 9: Labor market dynamics 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. 

Chart 8 above also shows the same analysis for the largest member states and the 
US and UK. Apart from Germany, none of the other major member states have had 
their unemployment rates fall below their pre-crises averages. The US and UK have, 
which is one reason why the former has raised rates, while the latter is flirting with 
the notion.  

The problem with the above analysis is that it is too simplistic. In an ideal world, we 
would be able to observe the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment 
(NAIRU). In reality, economists make estimates using averages as we have done. 
Another technique is to look focus on observed wage growth. Chart 9 does this, by 
comparing employment growth to its past trend (horizontal axis) and private sector 
wage growth to its past trend (vertical axis).  

This analysis of the dynamics of labor markets provides a useful summary of the 
state of member states' labor markets.  For example, the eurozone aggregate is 
seeing above trend employment growth (consistent with above trend GDP growth), 
but is still experiencing significantly below trend wage growth. Indeed, all member 
states with the exception of Germany are recording below trend wage growth. 
France and Norway are still also recording below trend employment growth, which 
suggests that their recoveries have not yet fully taken hold.  

Interestingly, Germany has shifted from above trend to below trend employment 
growth in recent months, which is typical late cycle behaviour. As companies see 
demand rise, they have to decide whether to meet the higher demand with more 
production, or simply to ration current supply with higher prices. When there is 
plenty of slack (or high unemployment), companies can increase production without 
significantly raising the marginal cost of production (indeed, it often falls through 
economies of scale). However, as slack diminishes, the marginal cost of production 
starts to rise, making it more likely for companies to opt for raising prices. Germany 
may soon be entering this phase in its economic cycle, although inflation data does 
not show this occurring yet.    

Overall, the above analysis suggests that the eurozone is not in danger of 
overheating or experiencing a wage-inflation spiral over the next year or two. 
Indeed as we discuss below, we expect eurozone inflation to fall back over the next 
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year to a level that would encourage to the ECB to keep interest rates on hold, albeit 
with the tapering of quantitative easing.  

Eurozone forecast update: further upward revisions 

Turning to the forecast, we find ourselves revising up growth for the eurozone yet 
again. GDP growth has been revised up from 1.8% to 2.1% for 2017, and from 1.8% 
to 1.9% in 2017. As chart 10 shows, much of the upgrade is due to historic data 
revisions for the past year. However, given the strong momentum revealed with the 
historic revisions, we have raised our growth estimates for the rest of this year. A 
more resilient consumer and a pick up in world trade appear to have been the 
causes for the upside surprise, and while we see some headwinds for the latter in 
the form of Chinese growth moderating, there is no reason to think that growth in 
world trade can not at least remain stable.  

The forecast for inflation has been lowered slightly in 2017 (to 1.5%) due to lower oil 
prices compared to our previous forecast. However, the 2018 forecast remains 
unchanged at 1.1% (chart 11). Note, this is below consensus estimates of 1.4%, 
which supports our long-held view that interest rates are likely to remain on hold 
until 2019 at the earliest. We continue to expect the ECB to extend QE into 2018, 
albeit with smaller monthly purchases and eventually being faded out over the year. 
Moreover, when the ECB sets out its plans for QE, which is likely to be at its next 
monetary policy meeting (7 September), we expect a comment on the recent 
strength of the euro, and how the appreciation will have reduced upside risks for 
inflation. So while the ECB could be announcing a tightening in policy, it may do so 
using a more dovish tone than many expect. 

Chart 10: Eurozone GDP forecast Chart 11: Eurozone inflation forecast 

 
Source: Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. Previous forecast from May 2017. Please 
note the forecast warning at the back of the document. 

UK forecast update: on track 

Our UK forecast update is much more straight forward than that for the eurozone. 
It helps that there have been no significant historic revisions, and our forecast for 
the second quarter was spot on. GDP growth picked up slightly from 0.2% in the 
first quarter to 0.3%, matching consensus expectations. We continue to forecast 
below trend growth as the household sector struggles to cope with higher inflation, 
while the businesses hold back investment amidst Brexit fears.   
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Chart 12: UK GDP forecast Chart 13: UK inflation forecast 

 
Source: Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. Previous forecast from May 2017. Please 
note the forecast warning at the back of the document. 
 

The inflation forecast for the UK has been re-profiled slightly, with 2017 being 
reduced from 2.8% to 2.6%, while 2018 is raised from 2.2% to 2.3%. This is partly 
due to lower global oil prices, partly the significant downside surprise in the CPI 
data for June, and also partly due to the latest producer prices index (PPI), showing 
both lower input and output price inflation than expected. This is important at the 
moment as it allows us to track the impact of the depreciation in sterling on 
companies, which in turn, eventually impacts the consumer and CPI. The latest 
figures show both input and output PPI inflation slowing – suggesting that we could 
be past the peak of the impact from the currency devaluation. However, sterling has 
resumed its downwards trend in recent weeks following the more recent downside 
surprises on inflation, but also the more dovish Bank of England Inflation Report.  

The recent depreciation should cause import prices to rise again, which will take 
some time to feed through before impacting consumers' purchasing power. 
However, as long as sterling remains reasonably stable, the worst of the sterling 
effect should have passed. The extent of the surge at the start of this year can truly 
be appreciated when looking at seasonally adjusted quarter-on-quarter inflation as 
shown in chart 14. In the first quarter of the year, inflation rose by 4% annualised, 
before falling back to 3% annualised in the second quarter. Based on our forecast, 
we should see those pressures ease further over the rest of 2017 and 2018.  
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Chart 14: UK consumers may have seen the worst of the inflation surge 

 
Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. Previous forecast from May 2017. Please note the 
forecast warning at the back of the document. 
 

Lower inflation will help households who have seen pay growth not keep up with 
recent inflation. However, the household sector has managed to smooth its 
consumption by reducing its savings rate. This cannot continue and as inflation falls 
back, the household sector is likely to raise its savings rate to more normal levels. 
This implies a slower and certainly sub-trend path of growth over our forecast 
horizon.  

No change from the BoE 

As expected, the Bank back-tracked from its recent hawkish sentiment at the 
August Inflation Report. Lower growth than expected, with inflation broadly on 
track versus its forecast, meant that there was less urgency to focus on interest 
rates increasing. That said, the Bank's medium term inflation forecast was still 
above its central target of 2% based on market interest rates. This has in the past 
been read as a signal to investors that not enough rate rises are priced into money 
markets. Therefore, we do expect some of the more hawkish members of the 
monetary policy committee to keep warning of the need to tighten monetary policy, 
but we expect the majority will continue to vote for no change in policy until after 
Brexit.  
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EM forecast update: disinflation abounds 
“We are neither hawks nor doves. We are actually owls.”  

Former Indian central bank governor Raghuram Rajan, January 2014 

 

Mainly positive revisions to the emerging market (EM) outlook this quarter, with 
growth upgrades everywhere but India, and inflation expectations pushed down 
across the board. To a large extent this represents positive data surprises in the first 
half of the year (and the opposite in India). In Brazil and Russia improvements in the 
outlook for politics and oil prices, respectively, help lift projections. The battle with 
structurally high inflation appears to be going the way of the central bank in India, 
Brazil and Russia, driving our changes for future price growth but also establishing 
a more positive environment for EM.  

Table 2: EM forecast summary 

% per annum 
GDP  Inflation 

2016 2017f 2018f  2016 2017f 2018f 

China 6.7 
6.7   

(6.6) 
6.3   

(6.2) 
 2.0 

1.8   
(2.0) 

2.3  
(2.3) 

Brazil -3.5 
0.4   

(0.2) 
1.6   

(1.4)  8.7 
3.9   

(4.1) 
4.6   

(4.7) 

India 7.1 
6.9   

(7.4) 
7.7   

(7.8) 
 5.0 

3.2   
(4.2) 

4.3   
(4.7) 

Russia -0.2 
1.3   

(1.1) 
1.8   

(1.7) 
 7.2 

4.5   
(4.8) 

4.7   
(5.2) 

Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 9, 2017. Numbers in 
parentheses refer to previous forecast (May 2017). Please note the forecast warning at the back of 
the document   

Part of this more positive environment is the scope for permanently lower interest 
rates, leading to expectations of deeper cuts everywhere but China, where 
deleveraging efforts persist. 

Table 3: BRIC monetary policy 

% (year end) 2016 2017(f) 2018(f) 

China RRR 17.00  17.00 (16.50)  16.00 (16.00) 

China lending rate 4.00  4.35 (4.35)  4.35 (3.50) 

Brazil 13.75  7.75 (9.25)  7.75 (8.50) 

India 6.25  5.75 (6.25)  5.75 (6.25) 

Russia 10.00  8.00 (8.25)  7.25 (8.00) 

Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 9, 2017. Numbers in 
parentheses refer to previous forecast (May 2017). Please note the forecast warning at the back of 
the document   

China: slowdown imminent 

Second quarter GDP growth surprised to the upside in China, unchanged from the 
previous quarter at 6.9% y/y. All else being equal, this compels us to revise our 
growth forecast for 2017 higher. We continue to expect a slowdown in the second 

A brighter outlook 
for the BRICs 

Weaker inflation 
increases the 
scope for rate cuts 

Growth beats 
expectations but 
policy is tightening 
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half of the year, given the credit tightening we have seen, but it is worth examining 
why we have been wrong so far on Chinese growth. 

Our expectation was that the end of stimulus, replaced by tighter credit conditions, 
would weigh on real estate investment, and potentially infrastructure investment. 
This part seems to have played out in a limited fashion so far: real estate investment 
averaged 8.3% y/y growth in the second quarter against 9.1% in the previous 
quarter, and infrastructure growth slowed to a quarterly average of 16% from 19% 
previously. Manufacturing investment held up a little better, slowing from 5.6% to 
5.2% growth. Where we did see some improvement over the quarter was in retail 
sales, which grew 10.8% y/y on average, up from 10% growth in the first quarter. 

Confusingly, despite this slowing of fixed asset investment, the GDP figures showed 
a larger contribution from gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) in the second 
quarter than in the previous quarter, and a reduced contribution from 
consumption. Excluded from GFCF but included in monthly investment statistics are 
land purchases, mergers and acquisitions, and purchases of used facilities and 
equipment, which may explain the difference. Given that, on an industry basis, GDP 
growth was driven by a resurgent primary sector, we suspect that heavy industry 
(mainly state owned) has helped the GFCF numbers, supported by a strong external 
backdrop and high commodity prices. 

The vagaries of data aside, we are not yet fully discouraged in our view that Chinese 
growth will slow in the second half of the year. Credit conditions remain tight and 
stand to weigh more materially on property developers as sales slow (chart 15). 
Further, the support provided by the external backdrop looks set to weaken. We 
wrote on the global trade outlook last month and concluded that global demand 
was likely to be softer in the second half of the year as Japan, the US and China 
slowed. This could weigh on manufacturing investment (chart 16), though the 
relationship does not admittedly always hold. 

Chart 15: Property sales vs. credit 
impulse 

Chart 16: Exports  vs manufacturing 
FAI 

  
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. 

Meanwhile, expectations of currency depreciation have similarly been dashed, year 
to date. Having opened the year at around 6.95 to the US dollar, CNY has now 
appreciated to 6.64, a 4.5% move in the opposite direction to expectations. A lot of 
this can be attributed to the weakening of the dollar against a basket of currencies: 
in trade weighted terms, the CNY is slightly weaker than at the start of the year 
(chart 17). Our own expectations for CNY depreciation rest on the assumption that a 
slowdown in growth in the second half of the year leads to renewed pressure on 
capital outflows, and injections of liquidity by the People's Bank of China, whilst 
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trade rhetoric from President Trump also poses a risk. So for now we still expect 
depreciation going into the year end, but acknowledge the risk that CNY again 
beats expectations.  

Chart 17: Dollar weakness drives CNY strength 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 7, 2017. 

Brazil: pressing ahead with reforms, just 

In our last forecast update, our chief concern for Brazil was that renewed political 
uncertainty surrounding new charges against President Temer would derail a 
fragile recovery in economic confidence, and take real activity with it. 

Happily for Brazilian growth, at least, President Temer has survived so far, and still 
seems able to pass reforms. Labor market reforms, for example, passed a vote in 
early July. Business and consumer confidence did waver amidst the heightened 
uncertainty (charts 18 and 19), but we now expect this to stabilise and recover.  
This should mean consumption and investment largely maintain their upward 
momentum, but with some loss compared to a counterfactual of uninterrupted 
reform progress. We marginally revise up our growth expectations for this year and 
next, on this modest improvement in outlook. 

Chart 18: Politics hits confidence Chart 19: Some real effects likely 
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Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. 

Another positive has been the continued improvement in inflation dynamics in 
Brazil, increasing the scope for further cuts to the main policy rate. Though some 
currency weakness did result from the political noise, it has proven short-lived and 
is unlikely to generate any significant inflation pass-through. Headline inflation is 
now at its lowest since 1999 (chart 20), and inflation expectations have also adjusted 
a long way. In its more recent communications the central bank has suggested that 
market expectations for interest rates remain overly hawkish, prompting a 
significant downgrade of our rate view: we now expect rates to be cut to 7.75% by 
year end, from 9.25% currently. Previously a more hawkish stance had been 
indicated on concerns over reform uncertainty. This has eased following recent 
political developments and continued softness of inflation prints. This should 
support 2018 growth. 

Chart 20: The Brazilian inflation outlook has improved dramatically 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 7, 2017. 

Russia: delivering positive surprises 

Overall activity picked up strongly in the second quarter, accelerating to 2.5% y/y 
from 0.5% the previous quarter. This was a much stronger performance than 
expected, but without any component breakdowns it is not yet possible to say what 
drove the outperformance. A relatively simplistic model exploiting the strong 
relationship between oil prices and Russian GDP growth suggests the reading was 
not in fact wildly abnormal (chart 21). Using the market implied path for oil prices, 
this also allows us to construct a potential path for Russian GDP growth. Obviously 
the model is not perfect, but in general the direction of travel is correct. From here, 
oil prices would suggest a gradual slowing into 2018 when growth revives 
somewhat. 
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Chart 21: Using oil to forecast Russian growth 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 7, 2017. 

We would discount some of the strength suggested for this year given OPEC 
production cuts. These cuts require actual reductions in output on Russia's part, a 
difference to the first half of the year when seasonal variations allowed Russia to 
meet its quota without any real pain. Still, we acknowledge the chance for an upside 
surprise to our already upgraded growth forecast of 1.3% in 2017. 

Inflation data has also been delivering some positive surprises (aside from a short-
lived weather induced food spike in June), prompting a downward revision to our 
inflation outlook this year and next, and also increasing the scope for central bank 
rate cuts: we see rates at 8% by year-end.  

To touch briefly on geopolitics, the new US sanctions approved in early August 
tighten restrictions on lending to blacklisted companies (a mix of state banks and 
energy companies) and raise the possibility of further sanctions against other state 
companies. Indeed, it provides specific authorisation to the Trump administration 
to do so. All of this has the potential to weigh on foreign direct investment and 
domestic investment, which had begun a tentative recovery. Perhaps more 
worrying for Russia is that the US Treasury is required to report on the impact it 
expects from hypothetical sanctions to Russian government debt. Russian central 
bank data shows foreign holdings account for approximately 30% of Russian 
government debt, so action here would be painful for Russia. 

India: policy induced headwinds 

A very significant downgrade to Indian growth expectations this quarter, with 2017 
growth revised down to 6.9% from 7.4% following two key events. The first was a 
large downside surprise in the first quarter of 2017, with the data released shortly 
after our last forecast update. GDP grew just 6.1%, a full percentage point below 
consensus expectations. Demonetisation, which seemed to have left the economy 
largely unscathed at the end of 2016, appears instead to have hit activity with a lag 
(chart 22). 
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Chart 22: Demonetization and GST have delivered a one-two punch 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. 
 

The second factor weighing on the growth outlook is the implementation of the 
Goods and Services Tax (GST). Implemented at the start of July, we said in our June 
forecast update that "though a medium to long term positive for Indian growth 
because it boosts efficiency, in the short term GST could prove disruptive. Service 
sector firms in particular face a more complex tax burden and adjustment costs, so 
there is a risk of an impact on growth". There is limited data available so far on its 
impact, but the Indian PMIs suggest considerable short term disruption. The 
manufacturing PMI slipped from 50.9 to 47.9 in July, while services took an even 
bigger hit to fall from 53.1 to 45.9. Hard data is more lagging, but June industrial 
production contracted for the first time in four years ahead of GST implementation. 
We would expect, all in all, the impact to be transitory, so our outlook for 2018 is 
less affected.   

Happily, as in Russia and Brazil, the disinflation trend continues in India, allowing 
the central bank to provide some support as growth flags. With inflation well below 
the 4% target at 2.4% in July, the central bank implemented a 25 basis point cut in 
August taking the headline rate to 6%. We also expect a further 25 basis point cut 
later in the year given the weakness of growth, though there are risks to this from 
food prices should the monsoon disappoint. 

Longer term, once the dust has settled from demonetisation and GST 
implementation, the main variable we see affecting growth is the state of the 
domestic banking sector. Despite high hopes, Modi's India has not seen an 
investment revival. Even allowing for temporary weakness induced by 
demonetisation, investment growth has been unimpressive since Modi's election, 
and accounts for an ever smaller share of GDP (chart 23). With banks providing 
around 80% of financing, at least part of the reason for weak investment seems 
likely to stem from the parlous state of bank balance sheets. 
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Chart 23: Investment struggling to take off in India 

 
Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. August 14, 2017. 
 

Around 12% of bank loans are non-performing or distressed, but difficult obstacles 
block an early resolution. It is estimated that a recapitalisation would cost the 
government $90 billion, which it is unwilling to pay given the mockery it would 
make of the fiscal deficit target. Beyond that, banks are wary of writing off non-
performing loans lest it appear that they have essentially gifted cash to large, 
politically connected borrowers. To deal with this, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
has been given powers to push the worst offending defaulters into insolvency, as 
well as force lenders to take write-downs. This will help, but looks likely to be a slow 
process. Absent a more decisive systemic approach, credit growth seems unlikely to 
provide much support over the next 12 months. A positive development here is the 
main risk to our 2018 outlook. 
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Schroder Economics Group: Views at a glance 
Macro summary – September 2017 
Key points 

Baseline 

– We continue to forecast global growth at 3.0% this year after 2.6% in 2016, but have trimmed our inflation 
forecast to 2.3% from 2.4%. The combination of steady growth and low inflation means we remain in a 
goldilocks environment where activity is neither too hot nor too cold to cause a significant acceleration in 
inflation.  

– US growth forecast at 2% this year and next with small downgrade to 2018 to reflect reduced fiscal 
stimulus. Having raised rates to 1.25%, we expect the Fed to begin to trim its balance sheet in Q4 this year. 
Alongside subdued inflation this results in a pause in the tightening cycle until mid- 2018. Steady growth 
and a modest rise in core inflation then allow the Fed to raise rates to 2% by end 2018.  

– UK to slow in 2017 to 1.6%. Inflation has risen sharply due to the fall in the pound, which has reduced 
disposable income of households and slowed consumption. Investment is already weak, and has started to 
impact employment. The BoE is expected to remain on hold as growth remains below trend in 2018 causing 
unemployment to rise.  

– Eurozone growth to pick up in 2017 to 2.1% following robust surveys and an easing in political uncertainty. 
The ECB should keep interest rates on hold, but will taper QE in 2018. 

– Japanese growth forecast at 1.6% in 2017 and inflation at 0.5% supported by looser fiscal policy and a 
weaker yen. No further rate cuts from the BoJ, but with inflation below target more QQE is expected as the 
central bank targets zero yield for the 10 year government bond.  

– Emerging economies upgraded to 4.8% this year and next on lower inflation and interest rate cuts. 
Concerns over China’s growth to persist, and the government is expected to lower its growth target next 
year. 

Risks 

– Risks skewed towards deflation on fears of secular stagnation, China credit crisis (hard landing) or a spike in 
bond yields. Stagflationary risks increase with introduction of US-China trade war scenario. Reflationary 
risks stem from more aggressive Trump policy on fiscal expansion. 

Chart: World GDP forecast 

 
Source: Schroders Economics Group, August 10, 2017. Please note the forecast warning at the back of the document. 
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Schroders Forecast Scenarios 

 
 

Scenario Summary Macro impact Probability* Growth Inflation

Baseline The recovery in global activity remains intact whilst inflation appears to have peaked following the 
stabilisation in energy costs. We continue to forecast global growth at 3.0% this year after 2.6% in 
2016, but have trimmed our inflation forecast to 2.3% from 2.4%. On the growth side, the US 
forecast is unchanged while an upgrade to the Eurozone is accompanied by an upgrade to China 
and the wider emerging markets. On inflation we have reduced our forecasts across the board to 
reflect a lower oil price profile and subdued core readings. Looking into 2018, global growth is 
expected to remain stable at 3% with modest downgrades to the US, offset by upgrades to the 
eurozone and emerging markets. 

We expect the Fed funds rate to remain on hold until the middle of 2018, where it then rises to 2% 
by end 2018 (3 hikes). The Fed's pause allows it to begin balance sheet reduction in September, 
which is stepped up as it progresses. Elsewhere though, interest rates should remain on hold 
reflecting the earlier stage of the cycle in Europe and Asia. Rates in China are expected to be on 
hold this year and next. We expect the ECB will continue QE over the forecast period but will begin 
to taper in 2018. The Bank of J apan is expected to keep rates on hold, but maintain QE as it 
struggles to reach its target of above 2% inflation. The US dollar is expected to depreciate further 
in 2017, but may begin to stabilise and appreciate again as it resumes its rate hiking cycle in 2018.

62% - -

1. Secular stagnation Weak demand weighs on global growth as households and corporates are reluctant to spend. 
Animal spirits remain subdued and capex and innovation depressed. Households prefer to de-lever 
rather than borrow. Adjustment is slow with over capacity persisting around the world, particularly in 
China, with the result that commodity prices and inflation are also depressed. 

Deflationary: weaker growth and inflation vs. baseline. The world economy experiences a slow 
grind lower in activity.  As the effect from secular stagnation is more of a chronic than acute 
condition it takes policy makers time to identify the trend. However, as economic activity fails to 
accelerate, more stimulus is added. The US reverses its interest rate hikes, while the ECB and BoJ  
prolong their QE programmes. 

5% -0.5% -0.6%

2. US fiscal reflation President Trump is true to his word and succeeds in pushing a massive stimulus package through 
Congress (3% GDP versus 0.5% in the baseline). Global growth accelerates to 3.7% in 2018 with 
the US growing at 3.4%. Demand spills over and boosts growth in the rest of the world whilst an 
increase in animal spirits further boosts activity through stronger capex. However, higher 
commodity prices (oil heading toward $70/ b) and tighter labour markets push global inflation up to 
nearly 3% in 2018. US Fed funds reaches 3.25% by the end of 2018, 125 basis points higher than 
in the baseline. 

Reflationary: stronger growth and higher inflation compared to the baseline. Central banks respond 
to the increase in inflationary pressure with the fastest response coming from the US, which is more 
advanced in the cycle compared with the Eurozone where there is considerable slack. As well as 
raising rates to 3.25% by end-2018, the FED starts to actively unwind QE by reducing its balance 
sheet. Although there is little slack in J apan, higher wage and price inflation is welcomed as the 
economy approaches its 2% inflation target. This is likely to lead the BoJ  to signal a tapering of 
QQE, with modest increases in interest rates. Fed action and inflation concerns result in tighter 
monetary policy in EM compared to the baseline.  The ECB also starts to unwind QE and raises 
rates. 

4% +0.8% +0.5%

3. N.Korea triggers 

trade war

As tensions in the Korean Peninsular escalate, president Trump loses patience with China and 
decides to apply 40% tariffs on all Chinese goods in 2017 Q4. China retaliates, but starts to divert 
and dump its now uncompetitive goods in Europe. By the middle of 2018, Europe applies selective 
anti-dumping tariffs of 20%, which China reciprocates.

Staglationary: it takes time for US and Chinese consumers to substitute away from the traded 
goods facing tariffs. Existing supply chains also take time to break-down, which means both 
profitability is hit, and prices rise at the same time. In Europe, dumping initially causes lower 
inflation, but the new tariffs cause inflation to quickly rise. Monetary policy is tightened faster to halt 
second round effects, causing the USD to rise against most currencies. However, the RMB falls 
10%, while J PY also appreciates as growth is hit. World trade growth starts to contract and 
productivity weakens. 

5% -0.6% +0.6%

4. Bond yields surge Bond markets react badly as the Fed starts to reduce its balance sheet with yields rising 
significantly in response to the arrival of a major seller of duration. US 10 year yields spike to 4.5% 
with a knock-on effect to global bond markets.  Yields then settle back to 4%, but have the effect of 
tightening monetary conditions as mortgage rates and the cost of credit increase and equity 
markets weaken.   

Deflationary: the tightening of monetary conditions results in a sharp slowdown in consumer and 
corporate borrowing. Demand is also hit by an adverse wealth effect as equity markets fall thus 
further slowing consumption. Weaker demand results in lower commodity prices and inflation. 6% -0.9% -0.3%

5. OPEC deal breaks 

down

After some success in boosting world oil prices by cutting supply, some smaller OPEC members 
start to cheat and expand production once again. Outraged by this, and by the growing hostilities 
from the US, Israel and Saudi Arabia, Iran decides to break from the OPEC agreement, followed by 
Russia. Soon after, Saudi also decides to expand production, causing the price of Brent Crude oil 
to plummet to $30 p/b, where it remains. 

The fall in oil prices boosts the disposable income of households and most businesses across the 
world, although energy producing countries suffer greatly. In the US, as investment in energy has 
fallen sharply in recent years, the impact on the energy sector is smaller than the 2015/16 episode. 
However, households receive a similar benefit with the usual lags. Overall, stronger GDP growth, 
but lower inflation. 

7% +0.3% -0.5%

6. China credit crisis Recent monetary and macro-prudential tightening goes too far and sparks defaults in the interbank 
market. This leads to a seizing up of the financial system as banks refuse to lend to one another, 
and chokes off the supply of credit to the real economy. By the time the authorities intervene, real 
demand has already fallen and so loan demand is much weaker. Reviving the system takes longer 
than anticipated and the crisis drags on growth throughout 2018.

With credit frozen, Chinese real estate suffers on both the demand and supply side. Accounting for 
1/3 of final demand in China, this has a significant impact on Chinese GDP growth. Globally, this 
transmits first through commodity prices and financial contagion, hurting EM, and soon after 
through real demand as Chinese consumers cut back. Global growth and inflation both fall.

5% -1.2% -0.7%

7. Inflation 

accelerates

After a considerable period where wages have been unresponsive to tightening labour markets, 
pay begins to accelerate in response to skill shortages. Wages accelerate around the world and 
economists revise their estimates of spare capacity considerably lower. Some economies such as 
J apan welcome the move as they seek to raise inflation expectations, others find they are facing 
stagflation as they effectively run out of capacity forcing the central bank to tighten policy. 

Stagflationary: US inflation rises to 3% by the end of 2018 on both headline and core measures. 
The Fed responds by tightening more aggressively taking its target rate to 3.5% by end 2018. 
Interest rates also rise more rapidly in the Eurozone and UK whilst J apan returns rates into positive 
territory. Currency changes provide some cushion to the emerging markets which see a modest 
boost to growth alongside higher inflation in this scenario. Overall, global growth is slightly weaker 
and inflation considerably higher. 

4% -0.3% +0.8%

8. Other 2% - -

Cumulative 2017/18 global vs. baseline
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Schroders Baseline Forecast 

 

Real GDP
y/y% Wt (%) 2016 2017 Prev. Consensus 2018 Prev. Consensus
World 100 2.6 3.0 (3.0) 3.1 3.0 (3.0) 3.0

Advanced* 62.8 1.6 2.0  (1.9) 2.0 1.9  (2.0) 1.9
US 27.1 1.5 2.0 (2.0) 2.2 2.0  (2.2) 2.3
Eurozone 17.4 1.7 2.1  (1.8) 1.9 1.9  (1.8) 1.7

Germany 5.1 1.8 2.1  (1.8) 1.7 2.0  (1.9) 1.7
UK 3.8 1.8 1.6 (1.6) 1.6 1.6 (1.6) 1.4
J apan 7.2 1.0 1.6 (1.6) 1.4 1.5  (1.3) 1.1

Total Emerging** 37.2 4.2 4.8  (4.7) 4.8 4.8  (4.7) 4.8
BRICs 24.2 5.2 5.6  (5.5) 5.6 5.6  (5.5) 5.6

China 16.4 6.7 6.7  (6.6) 6.6 6.3  (6.2) 6.3

Inflation CPI 
y/y% Wt (%) 2016 2017 Prev. Consensus 2018 Prev. Consensus
World 100 2.0 2.3  (2.4) 2.3 2.2  (2.3) 2.3

Advanced* 62.8 0.7 1.6  (1.8) 1.7 1.4 (1.4) 1.7
US 27.1 1.3 1.9  (2.0) 2.1 1.9 (1.9) 2.1
Eurozone 17.4 0.2 1.5  (1.6) 1.6 1.1 (1.1) 1.4

Germany 5.1 0.4 1.7  (1.9) 1.7 1.5  (1.3) 1.6
UK 3.8 0.7 2.6  (2.8) 2.7 2.3  (2.2) 2.7
J apan 7.2 -0.1 0.5  (0.7) 0.5 1.0  (1.1) 0.8

Total Emerging** 37.2 4.1 3.3  (3.5) 3.3 3.7  (3.8) 3.2
BRICs 24.2 3.5 2.4  (2.7) 2.4 3.0  (3.1) 2.7

China 16.4 2.0 1.8  (2.0) 1.7 2.3 (2.3) 1.9

Interest rates 
% (Month of Dec) Current 2016 2017 Prev. Market 2018 Prev. Market

US 1.25 0.75 1.25  (1.50) 1.44 2.00 (2.00) 1.72
UK 0.25 0.25 0.25 (0.25) 0.39 0.25 (0.25) 0.59
Eurozone (Refi) 0.00 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
Eurozone (Depo) -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 (-0.40) -0.40 (-0.40)
J apan -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 (-0.10) 0.06 -0.10 (-0.10) 0.08
China 4.35 4.35 4.35 (4.35) - 4.35  (3.50) -

Other monetary policy
(Over year or by Dec) Current 2016 2017 Prev. 2018 Prev.

US  QE ($Bn) 4463 4451 4433  (4450) 4013  (4050)
EZ QE (€Bn) 1856 1481 2216  (2236) 2546  (2566)
UK QE (£Bn) 435 423 444 (444) 445 (445)
J P QE (¥Tn) 502 476 545  (553) 645  (653)
China RRR (%) 17.00 17.00 17.00  16.50 16.00 16.00

Key variables
FX (Month of Dec) Current 2016 2017 Prev. Y/Y(%) 2018 Prev. Y/Y(%)

US D/GBP 1.31 1.24 1.32 (1.32) 6.8 1.28  (1.30) -3.0
US D/EUR 1.19 1.05 1.19  (1.15) 12.8 1.15  (1.12) -3.4
J PY/US D 110.1 116.6 110  (108) -5.7 112  (110) 1.8
GBP/EUR 0.90 0.85 0.90  (0.87) 5.6 0.90  (0.86) -0.3
RMB/US D 6.72 6.95 6.90  (7.05) -0.7 7.05  (7.40) 2.2

Commodities (over year)
Brent Crude 52.9 45.9 51.6  (52.1) 12.5 52.5  (51.8) 1.7

Consensus inflation numbers for Emerging Markets is for end of period, and is not directly comparable.

Previous forecast refers to May 2017

** Emerging markets : Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South Korea,
Taiwan, Thailand, South Africa, Russia, Czech Rep., Hungary, Poland, Romania, Turkey, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania.

-0.31 -0.17

Source: Schroders, Thomson Datastream, Consensus Economics, J uly 2017

Market data as at 03/08/2017

*  Advanced markets :  Australia, Canada, Denmark, Euro area, Israel, J apan, New Zealand, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States.
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Updated forecast charts – Consensus Economics  

For the EM, EM Asia and Pacific ex Japan, growth and inflation forecasts are GDP weighted and calculated using 
Consensus Economics forecasts of individual countries. 

Chart A: GDP consensus forecasts 

2017  2018 

 

 

 

Chart B: Inflation consensus forecasts 

2017    2018 

 

 

 
Source: Consensus Economics (August 2017), Schroders. 
Pacific ex. Japan: Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Singapore. 
Emerging Asia: China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand. 
Emerging markets: China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, 
Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, South Africa, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Russia, Turkey, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania. 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 
The opinions stated include some forecasted views. We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable 
assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions will be 
realized. Regions shown for illustrative purposes only and should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy/sell. Investors cannot 
directly invest in any index.      
 
The forecasts included should not be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only as at the date of issue. Our forecasts 
are based on our own assumptions which may change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or opinion and assume no 
obligation to provide you with any changes to our assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts and assumptions may be affected by 
external economic or other factors. The views and opinions contained herein are those of Schroder Investments Management ’s 
Economics team, and may not necessarily represent views expressed or reflected in other Schroders communications, strategies or 
funds. This document does not constitute an offer to sell or any solicitation of any offer to buy securities or any other instrument 
described in this document. The information and opinions contained in this document have been obtained from sources we 
consider to be reliable. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact or opinion. This does not exclude or restrict any duty or 
liability that Schroders has to its customers under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended from time to time) or 
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any other regulatory system. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in the document when taking individual 
investment and/or strategic decisions. For your security, communications may be taped or monitored. 
 



 

Schroder Investment Management North America Inc. 

7 Bryant Park, New York, NY 10018-3706 
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Important information: The views and opinions contained herein are those of Keith Wade, Chief Economist and Strategist, Azad 
Zangana, Senior European Economist and Strategist and Craig Botham, Emerging Market Economist and do not necessarily represent 
Schroder Investment Management North America Inc.’s house views. These views are subject to change. This newsletter is intended to 
be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The material is not intended as an offer or 
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument mentioned in this commentary. The material is not intended to provide, and 
should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein has been obtained from 
sources we believe to be reliable but Schroder Investment Management North America Inc. (SIMNA Inc.) does not warrant its completeness 
or accuracy. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of facts obtained from third parties. Reliance should not be placed on the views and 
information in the document when taking individual investment and / or strategic decisions. The information and opinions contained in this 
document have been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact obtained from 
third parties. The opinions stated in this document include some forecasted views. We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs 
on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions will 
be realized. SIMNA Inc. is registered as an investment adviser with the US Securities and Exchange Commission and as a Portfolio Manager 
with the securities regulatory authorities in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatchewan. It provides 
asset management products and services to clients in the United States and Canada. Schroder Fund Advisors LLC (“SFA”) markets certain 
investment vehicles for which SIMNA Inc. is an investment adviser. SFA is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SIMNA Inc. and is registered as a 
limited purpose broker-dealer with the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority and as an Exempt Market Dealer with the securities regulatory 
authorities in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatchewan. This document does not 
purport to provide investment advice and the information contained in this material is for informational purposes and not to engage in a 
trading activities. It does not purport to describe the business or affairs of any issuer and is not being provided for delivery to or review by 
any prospective purchaser so as to assist the prospective purchaser to make an investment decision in respect of securities being sold in a 
distribution. SIMNA Inc. and SFA are indirect, wholly-owned subsidiaries of Schroders plc, a UK public company with shares listed on the 
London Stock Exchange. Further information about Schroders can be found at www.schroders.com/us or www.schroders.com/ca. 
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